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Welcome to Year 7 Evening

• Mrs L Bruce – Head of Teaching & Learning

• Mrs N Williams – Deputy Principal

• Mr D Osborne – Deputy Principal

• Miss A Jones – Director of Learning, Pegasus 

College

• Mr L Chapman – Headteacher, Aquila College

• Mr T Beecham – Headteacher, Orion College

• Mr L Harkness – Headteacher, Pegasus College

• Mr J Vass – Headteacher, Phoenix College

• Miss T Ward – Headteacher, CPA College 



Growth Mindset



Welcome to Riddlesdown –

what is important about 

Year 7?





The Riddlesdown Commitment

Our Values

V alue each other

A im high

L ead by example

U se and develop our talents

E xcel in our efforts

S tick at it

Learners of today. Leaders of tomorrow.



Key Stage 3

• Key Stage 2 = 

Years 3 to 6 at 

primary school

• Key Stage 3 = 

Years 7, 8 and 9

• Preparation for Key Stage 4/GCSE in Years 10 and

11

• Key Stage 4 is preparation for Key Stage 5 in

College VI



Year 7 – how is it different?

• Fresh start in a new school

• New routines

• New experiences

• New friends

• “Big School”

• Not being the oldest students any more

• Developmental changes



The Curriculum



Curriculum Organisation
College Teaching Groups 1 R, 1C, 2 DT PE

Aquila English (6), Mathematics (6), Science (6),

Excellence Curriculum (18), Computing (2),

French (5), Latin (3),

Art (2), Drama (3), Music (3) 

DT (2) PE (4)

Orion English (6), Mathematics (6), Science (6),

Excellence Curriculum (18), Computing (2),

Spanish (5), Latin (3),

Art (2), Drama (3), Music (3) 

DT (2)

Pegasus English (6), Mathematics (6), Science (6),

Excellence Curriculum (18), Computing (2),

Spanish (5), Latin (3),

Art (2), Drama (3), Music (3) 

DT (2) PE (4)

Phoenix English (6), Mathematics (6), Science (6),

Excellence Curriculum (18), Computing (2),

French (5), Latin (3),

Art (2), Drama (3), Music (3) 

DT (2)



Year 7 – Teaching Groups

Students will be placed into a Tutor Group, designed to be mixed in every way possible –

gender, ability, and primary school. Primary schools are consulted when composing the

Tutor Groups so that we can try to accommodate particular combinations of students

remaining together or being separated.

For the first three weeks, students will be taught in their Tutor Groups. This will allow

students to better familiarise themselves with their Tutor Group and their College and

also provides good opportunities for informal assessment at the beginning of the year.

Using the Key Stage 2 teacher assessments, test results and the results of our own

internal assessments, students will then be placed in ability based teaching groups.

Students move into ability groups on the 30th September and parents will have access to

these timetable changes on parent portal from Friday 27th September.

Set 1r and Set 1c and Set 2 in Year 7



The Excellence 

Curriculum



We have designed our own unique integrated curriculum 

to provide the students in Year 7 with high quality research 

based projects which progress at a pace relevant to the 

interests and learning needs of the students. 

At the heart of each assignment will be the foundations of 

philosophy and enquiry.

The curriculum is designed to ensure that our students are 

ready for the demands of secondary education, by igniting a 

passion for learning from the moment they join us.

The Excellence Curriculum



Knowing our students

One of the huge benefits of this curriculum is the extended contact

that the Year 7 students have with one teacher. This teacher will see

the student for up to 18 periods per fortnight, and will have a detailed

knowledge of the student’s progress and learning development,

particularly for key literacy and numeracy skills. This will allow for

regular meaningful and personalised feedback, with any need for

intervention quickly identified. As well as the form tutor, the

Excellence Curriculum teacher becomes a familiar person for contact

and support for the students.

The Excellence Curriculum



Overview:

1 teacher per college – all classes have 18 periods over two week period.

The Year 7 Excellence Curriculum includes all of the content from Humanities 

subjects:

Citizenship

Geography

History

PSHEE 

Religious Educations 

The curriculum will also cover some elements of English and Mathematics.

Our prime focus is to guide students in learning, practising and developing the 

key skills necessary to become confident and resilient learners.

The Excellence Curriculum



The Year 7 ‘Excellence Curriculum’ gives pupils 

a flying start to their secondary school career. 

Teachers build on pupils’ primary school 

experiences very skillfully to prepare them for 

the demands of more advanced work.

The school’s Year 7 Excellence Curriculum, where a 

third of the time is dedicated to literacy and the 

humanities, provides exceptionally well for pupils’ 

learning. This is because highly skilled teaching 

provides activities that are exciting and challenging, 

building pupils’ skills very successfully.

The Excellence Curriculum



Assessment and The 

Flightpath



Grades

Grade Benchmarks

9 Secure The Government will award a Grade 9

to the top 2-3% of students who

achieve a Grade 8

Developing

Emerging

8 Secure

Developing

Emerging

7 Secure Comparable to previous A grade
Developing

Emerging

6 Secure

Developing

Emerging

5 Secure Good Pass = 5 Secure. Comparable to

prev. top C/lower B gradeDeveloping

Emerging

4 Secure Standard Pass = 4 Secure. 

Comparable to prev. lower C grade
Developing

Emerging

3 Secure

Developing

Emerging

2 Secure

Developing

Emerging

1 Secure Benchmark for students entering Year

7 = 1S (Equivalent to KS2 100 Score)Developing

Emerging



KS2 Measure Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 GCSE 

Performan

ce  Target

Grade 9

Grade 8

Grade 7

Grade 6

119-120 Grade 5

115-118 Grade 4

110-114 Grade 3

105-109 Grade 2

100-104 EXS Grade 1

95-99

90-94

85-89

80-84

In Year 6, pupils who 
meet End of Year 

Expectations (EOYE) 
are entering Year 7 at 
the Expected Standard 
(EXS). Therefore, they 
would be expected to 

achieve Grade 5 at 
GCSE.

I would expect for a Year 7 student on the Grade 5 Flightpath to be secure in Grade 5 criteria at the end of Year 7 
and then emerging in the Grade 5  criteria at the start of Year 8 as the skills will be progressively more challenging 

to keep them on track for success.

Flightpath Model



Emerging

The student is beginning to learn the new skills and knowledge required for the

flightpath for this year.

Developing

The student is showing an increasing understanding of skills, knowledge and

concepts. Most of the expectations of the flightpath for this year are being met.

Secure

The student has achieved the vast majority of expectations of the flightpath for this

year. Key skills, knowledge and skills are fully understood, and can be applied to new

and different contexts.

Progress towards Flightpath throughout the year

Working Towards – the student hasn’t acquired the skills of the Flightpath yet and should be 

using the ‘Closing the Gap’ materials on Google Classroom to support their development. 

On track/off track



Flightpath- Grade 6 Flightpath Year 7 student

Reading Writing

1. Responds to tasks in a way that demonstrates 

a somewhat secure understanding and 

awareness of implied meaning.

2. Uses some well-chosen references to support 

responses.

3. Offers an implied sense that the writer is 

crafting the text and is aware of methods even 

if subject terminology is used inaccurately at 

times.

4. Explains quotes and references in a mostly 

descriptive and developed way.

5. Offers comparisons between texts that are in 

some way meaningful.

6. Forms links between the meaning of the text 

and the contexts which apply to it that are 

general or implied.

1. Uses punctuation consistently to control 

sentences with developing accuracy.

2. Attempts to use some high-level vocabulary 

with regularity and purpose.

3. Employs some linguistic methods to contribute 

in some purposeful way to the reader’s 

experience.

4. Consciously varies sentence forms for effect if 

not always successfully.

5. Spells with occasional errors although simple 

language is mostly correct.

6. Makes an effort to use a range of devices to 

organise the writing with a developing degree of 

consistency and purpose.

7. Matches style and register to audience and 

purpose in a straightforward way that reveals a 

superficial awareness that writers can 

manipulate language although only 

demonstrating this in a rudimentary way.



Flightpath

Reading Writing

1. Responds to tasks in a way that demonstrates a 

somewhat secure understanding and awareness 

of implied meaning.

2. Uses some well-chosen references to support 

responses.

3. Offers an implied sense that the writer is crafting 

the text and is aware of methods even if subject 

terminology is used inaccurately at times.

4. Explains quotes and references in a mostly 

descriptive and developed way.

5. Offers comparisons between texts that are in 

some way meaningful.

6. Forms links between the meaning of the text and 

the contexts which apply to it that are general or 

implied.

1. Uses punctuation consistently to control 

sentences with developing accuracy.

2. Attempts to use some high-level vocabulary with 

regularity and purpose.

3. Employs some linguistic methods to contribute in 

some purposeful way to the reader’s experience.

4. Consciously varies sentence forms for effect if not 

always successfully.

5. Spells with occasional errors although simple 

language is mostly correct.

6. Makes an effort to use a range of devices to 

organise the writing with a developing degree of 

consistency and purpose.

7. Matches style and register to audience and 

purpose in a straightforward way that reveals a 

superficial awareness that writers can manipulate 

language although only demonstrating this in a 

rudimentary way.

Closing the Gap 

materials on 

Google Classroom



Marking and Feedback



Assessment, Monitoring and Reporting

• Regular low stakes class assessment 

routinely built into lessons.

• Feedback informs progress and is indicated 

through the use of green pen in books.

• Formal assessment tasks happen once a term 

in books which will provide information on the 

acquisition of skills and knowledge across the 

Flightpath. Students will know what skills they 

have mastered and what skills they need to 

work on from teacher written feedback.

• KS3 Exams happen at the end of the 

academic year and are summative 

assessments on the skills and knowledge of 

the Flightpath. We award students a 

percentage mark and feedback on how to 

improve.



Feedback policy

We do not give marks or grades in books

Students set their own ‘TOP Target’ for progress

Formative feedback is linked to the skills of the 

Flightpath

Students will have a plethora of green pen in books 

to show journey of improvement as students act on 

feedback routinely in lessons



What does feedback in the lesson look like?



What does Teacher Feedback look like?

Sampling for 

planning
Whole class 

feedback

Deep marking in 

books

Electronic 

feedback

AFL and questioning in lessons

The plans for the 

next lesson



Thinking Hard and Feedback

“Learning happens when people have 
to think hard”



DIRT (Dedicated Improvement and Reflection Time) takes place 

regularly in lessons and is also a response to a specific piece or a unit of 

work. 

Students are expected to respond to feedback so that correcting, 

redrafting, thinking beyond are basic but crucial expectations of their 

learning.

When revising, students should look at the DIRT in their books to help 

them to secure a specific skill/area of knowledge. This will be clear as it 

is in green pen.

Students will then set themselves a transferable ‘TOP Target’ that they 

want to refine/ focus on during the next assessment.

What do students do with feedback?





English ‘TOP 

Target.’

This then 

helped to 

focus the 

work of the 

student on 

one specific 

area.

Examples of using TOP Targets



• Encourage students to revise the DIRT in their 
books-GREEN PEN

• Encourage students to focus their revision around 
their ‘TOP Targets’

• Encourage students to focus revision on skills that 
are linked to the Flightpath and to revise the 
areas that they haven’t mastered on Google 
Classroom

What can you do to help students to revise?



The CPA



PROGRESS 

BOOKS

In the progress books you can track your 
child’s progress and see what subject skills 
they have been learning for each subject.  
Students will be filling these in during lessons 
but they are also encouraged to use them at 
home and to complete them at their own 
pace. 



Each subject has it’s own set of subject 
skills. 

Some 
subjects 
keep their 
skills the 
same 
throughout 
KS3 but the 
expectation
s becoming 
harder 
through the 
Key Stage. 
For 
example 
Art. 



Music 
skills 
change 
every 
year 
and get 
harder! 



To help develop literacy in some CPA 
subjects we have created writing 
frames and guidelines on how you 
should write about a certain subject.
Please read this and familiarise 
yourself!









Also a way of checking 
progress and to log 
knowledge ad 
understanding





Wider Opportunities and Extra curricular activities

• Whole School 

production

• Science Museum 

Trip

• Sport teams and 

fitness

• Drama and Music

• Choir of the Year

• Blacklands Farm

• Windsor Castle

• Citizenship 

Conference

• Conservation

• Inter-College 

Maths Challenge



FORC are a friendly group of parents, staff and associates of Riddlesdown 
Collegiate who get together to have fun and support the school in whatever 
way we can, helping out at Collegiate events and raising money to fund 
those special little extras for co-curricular activities or equipment which 
make Riddlesdown such a positive and inclusive community. 

We are hoping to hold various events to appeal to different tastes over the 
coming months. If you have any ideas, do let us know, or even better, come 
along to our next meeting to meet us all and get involved. You decide what 
part you can play and whether that is likely to be big or small, regular or 
occasional, it all makes a contribution so do get in touch.

If you would like to help in anyway or just want to be kept in the loop about 
our activities and events, please let us know via FORC@riddlesdown.org.

Quiz Night 4th October 2019

mailto:FOR@riddlesdown.org




Independent Study



Independent Study



• Students working anywhere-school/bus/train/with friends

• Students revising skills without the teacher-being independent.

• Students revising skills without the parents-being independent

• The focus is on the student (independent) and what they can do to 
further their own study-with specific areas of focus-TOP Targets

• Students will be aware what areas of the Flightpath they need to 
have as their specific skills focus to keep them on track.

• Students start to become more self reflective.

• Independent Study is really meaningful to the student.

Independent Study is powerful 
because we see…



•Consolidate/Extend Learning in the 
Classroom

•Offer therapy which is personalised 
around the student

•Pre-learning/flipped learning

What does Independent Study do?



Logging on to Google Classroom



Google Classroom

Benefits for Students

• Can see all Independent Study at the click of a button

• A personalised experience to help stay organised

• No more excuses!

• Students have more time to listen

• Resources are electronic and support Revision from 

Day 1

Benefits for Parents

• Can see exactly what Independent Study has been set

• Easily take part in home learning

• Create more positive relationship with teachers



Weekly Diary  

This year, we are using Google

Classroom as our Independent

Study forum alongside the

Student Planners.

Full detail of Independent

Study assignments will be

posted on GC; however,

students should still make a

note in their planner.



Google Classroom is the new place for anywhere, 
anytime learning at Riddlesdown Collegiate

Show My Homework will no longer be in-use

You can access Google Classroom on any device at any 
time

Your class memberships are automatically kept up to 
date, even if you change a class

Log in with your Riddlesdown email address & password

Parents/Guardians can choose to receive an email 
update – they will receive an invitation automatically



Supporting Learning



Personal Development Time

• At Riddlesdown, we are proud that we offer a curriculum which is 

balanced and broadly based and which promotes the spiritual, 

moral, cultural, mental and physical development of students at the 

Collegiate and within society. This also prepares students for the 

opportunities, responsibilities and experiences of later life

• To further develop our delivery of outstanding care, support and 

guidance, we have devoted two sessions per week to Personal 

Development Time and enrichment activities. This will allow 

students to focus their thoughts, feelings and opinions on topical 

events and current affairs, as well as developing their learning skills 

in sessions delivered by their tutor.

• To utilise this opportunity fully, we will work in partnership with ‘The 

Day’ online learning platform to support the students understanding 

of these issues.



Supporting Students’ Learning

• Tutors

• Pastoral Programme – “Learning 

Habits”

• Learning Support Assistants

• HLTAs

• Library

• MacKay College

• College VI students

• Website

• Google Classroom



The Riddlesdown Commitment –
Attitude to learning

“We must complete Independent 
Study, coursework and revision 

tasks to the best of our ability at 
home and ensure that we are ready 
to learn before leaving for school”

• Remember to bring your regular equipment to 
school every day, including pens, pencils, ruler, 
rubber, sharpener and a calculator – Riddlesdown 
Ready!

• Always give 100% - only hand in work that reflects 
your best effort – and spend time acting on your 
teachers’ comments and advice when they have 
marked and returned your work to you



Are you “Riddlesdown Ready”?

Correct and 

complete 

uniform



Presentation of work

It is important that you 
present your work neatly 

and that your books are 
kept tidy so that you can 
use them to revise what 

you have learnt in 
preparation for 

assessments and exams.

Every time you start work in your exercise book, you
should use this format:

C/W Title Tuesday 19th September

Learning Objective: (if teacher would like it recorded)



Presentation of work
You should:

• Write in black pen and draw in pencil 

• Use a ruler to rule off work from the previous 

lesson, underline headings and draw diagrams

• Put one neat line through any errors that you make

• Number the pages in your book and start with a 

Contents page 

• Include Key Information pages following the 

contents page (two to four pages)

• Ensure that there is no graffiti on exercise books, 

folders or planners (including covers) 

• Cover your books with subject specific material to 

keep them looking tidy and to help to identify them

• Stick worksheets neatly into your book or attach 

them using a tag



Supporting your child at home

• Show an interest – talk about your child’s day

• Look at and use the Student Planner every day

• Look at and discuss the CPA Progress Booklet

• Know what’s going on in the Collegiate each term

• Read Newsletters (online each week)

• Discuss, support and check 

Independent Study and 

presentation

• Help to organise time and 

equipment

• Provide a quiet place to 

work

• Ensure full attendance



Rewards



Rewards & Recognition

• Praise

• Achievement Points

• Subject Points

• College Points

• Certificates

• Assemblies

• Newsletter

• Termly rewards

• Jack Petchey Award

• Principal’s Commendation

• Success in Inter-College

competitions – e.g. Choir of the

Year



Achievement Points  



Sanctions & Behaviour Support

• Warnings and reprimands

• Restorative justice

• Opportunities for support,

mentoring and counselling

• Detentions

• Community service

• Withdrawal of social time

• Internal exclusion

• External exclusion

• Permanent exclusion



Parent Portal



Parent Portal



Parent Portal



Parent Portal – Achievement Points



Parent Portal - Timetable



Parent Portal – Attendance Summary



Important Dates



• College Monitoring

• Setting 30th September 2019

• Student Planner & CPA Progress Booklet

• Report 1 25th November 2019

• Parents’ Evening w/c 11th December 2019

• Year 7 Excellence Parents’ Evening w/c 17th March 2020

• Report 2 2ND March 2020 

• Exams fortnight starts 1st June 2020. Results given to students on the 26th

June 2020.

• Tutor Report home on 10th July 2020. 

Assessment, Monitoring and Reporting



Year 7 Parents’ Evenings

• Meet the Tutor, Monday 23rd September 2019 (3.00 – 5.00 p.m.)

• Aquila Parents’ Evening, Wednesday 11th December 2019

• Orion Parents’ Evening, Tuesday 12th December 2019

• Pegasus Parents’ Evening, Tuesday 12th December 2019

• Phoenix Parents’ Evening, Wednesday 11th December 2019

• CPA Parents’ Evening, 11th/12th December 2019 



Contact Details



Year 7 Tutors
Tutor Group Tutor Email

7ELH Miss E L Holledge Emily.Holledge@riddlesdown.org

7SEL Mrs S Lawson/Mrs S Beecham Sarah.Lawson@riddlesdown.org / 

Sarah.Beecham@riddlesdown.org

7MMM Mrs M Mercer Maja.Mercer@riddlesdown.org

7VMA Miss V M Anderson Vikki.Anderson@riddlesdown.org

7SGW Mr S G Williams Scott.Williams@riddlesdown.org

7MEW Mr M Wilson Mark.Wilson@riddlesdown.org

7OCC Mr O C Crane Owen.Crane@riddlesdown.org

7BP Mrs B Pampin Beatriz.Pampin@riddlesdown.org

7AVK Mrs A V Kumar Aparna.Kumar@riddlesdown.org

7SLP Miss S L Parry Shelley.Parry@riddlesdown.org

7HHR Mr H Raveendran Hariharan.Raveendran@riddlesdown.org

7GES Miss G Smith Grace.Smith@riddlesdown.org
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